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The C ar
Conund rum
By Colleen Hennessey and Franklin Noll

Approval model for back of $10 note

showing antique car.

s INCE 1929, A CONUNDRUM OR PUZZLE HAS EXISTED
around a car appearing on the back of the old style small size $10 notes:
Just what kind of car is that appearing in front of the Treasury building?
Though production of this series of $10 notes ended in 1999 and now

rarely appears in our wallets, the mystery remains.
The need for a newly-designed $10 note arose from the Treasury's con-

version from large-sized notes to the more familiar small-sized notes. The
smaller size meant more subjects to a plate, a large savings in production costs,
and uniform designs across all note types. Though the introduction of small-
sized currency was under consideration and planning for a number of years, it
was not until May 1927 that Secretary of the Treasury Andrew W. Mellon
approved the new designs for all the denominations.

The die for the back of the new $10 note was completed later that year by
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Is the new $10 bill a flivver?
The man on the street says it is.

Treasury officials say it is not. Ford
motor people think it isn't. All the
other dealers are equally sure it is.

A poll of New York, environs, Wash-
ington and way points yesterday
brought diverging opinions on the
question: "Is the automobile pictured
on the back of the new issue $10
greenbacks a new model Ford?"

"it's a poor man's car pictured on a
rich man's note," said one dealer em-
phatically.

The picture on the money shows
the Treasury Building with an auto-
mobile in the foreground. A few men
and women stroll on the sidewalk but
they don't appear too modern, Their
clothing,suggests the Civil War period.
If you have a $10 bill, look it over.
The World can't print the picture of
the back of the bill because of the
Treasury ruling prohibiting the re-
production of money.

Then The World decided to do a
little investigating. and yesterday Tress-

Ford Officials Deny Car in
Engraving on Notes Is

Their New Model

Our New $10 Bill a Fliover? Iin the shape of the radiator, which
Some Ford dealers saw a difference

comes to too sharp a point for the new

Look at Its Back and Judge model. The headlights aren't placed

near the engine, they said. This and a
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few other minor discrepancies show,
they said, that the Ford is not the car
in the engraving.

To clinch the argument, Ford Motor
Company officials in Detroit have
hastened to disclaim the auto.

"We make Fords; we should know,"
they said, "and we absolutely can't
grant recognition to this hybrid. It's
not one of our family."

Incidentally, the pros and cons on
the question who live in the national
capital have another question.

"Why," they ask, "did the designer
leave off the street car tracks that are
on Fifteenth Street, when street cars
run by the front door of the Treas-
ury Building?"
._ That is left up to the jury of

-ld,readers, together with the an
 Washington.

^nse," the Treasury De
Bureau of Engrav-

---kahtiy, dismiss-

that the automobile in t
is not of any particular

"A great many persons
the machine were not a

COMPARE This
Car on Back of

By World Staff PI
Radiator of the Model

Picture With
New Tens

Above: Photo of Treasury Department, and New York World article of August 29,
1929, speculating on type of automobile depicted on $10 back. Right: one of the photographs
in the BEP reference collection of antique automobiles.



Sincerely,

/s/ J. A. Conlon

James A. Conlon
Directoi.'
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BEP Director Jim Conlon fields a question about the type of automobile

depicted on the $10 note back.
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Tebruary 27, 1968

AIR MAIL

nr. Dean Fairchild
-zItai'f Writer
The Register_
;25 No. Grand
Santa Naa, alifornia 92702

Dear Mr. Fairchild:

Mr. James F. King, Assistant to the 'Secretary 	 Public Affairs,
asked ne to reply to your letter to him since e have the information
you requested.

•Tlhen the small-sized currency as introduced in 1928, a uniform
back design 'ias adopted or each denomination of paper currency. The
i;:nette of the U. S. Treasmy as selected at that tine as the central
Eeature 'or the nO uniform back design. The car at the front of Che
building is similar in appearance to the automobiles manufactured
luring the late twenties but it represents no specific make or model.
It is a creation of the designer dho prepared the original model later
sed by the engraver Arlen he T.iade the orl;crinal hand erntra ed die of
the rignette. This ae. a eliberate precaution taken by the designer
to a - oid criticism that any particular automobile way being fa ored.

I an also enclosing aopy of current regulations ,;o erning the
reproduction of U. S. clIrrenay. I T-now you Jould ,,ish to be advised
of this.

If we can at anytime assist by pro -Ading information for your
interesting coi.'mn, please do not hesitate to aSk.
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Additional photographs of vintage automobiles from the BEP refer-
ence collection. (All photos courtesy Historical Resource Center,
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, and Claudia Dickens)
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engraver Louis S. Schofield who was entering his 40th year of service at the
Bureau. Central to the back's design was a vignette of the Treasury building.
Pedestrians are seen meandering along the sidewalks next to the building. An
automobile is driving along 15th Street headed towards Pennsylvania Avenue,
meanwhile three cars appear in the background on the far left further up 15th
Street.

While the latter three cars are too small to see any detail, the one in the
foreground is large enough that distinguishing features can be discerned. This
has led to much speculation as to the make and model of the automobile.
Popular opinion since the introduction of the $10 note in 1929 is that the car is
a Model A Ford introduced in 1927, specifically a Model A Fordor. This view
is supported by the number of windows, the visor over the windshield, and,
most of all, the shape of the radiator grill.

Yet, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing has consistently denied that
the car was a Ford Model A. While Director Alvin W. Hall admitted that

there was a strong resemblance between the car
and the engraving, he made it clear in 1929 that
the car on the $10 was a composite of different cars
and a result of the designer's imagination. The last
thing the Bureau would ever want would be to
appear to endorse one company's product over
another.

But all intentions aside, it was impossible for
the designer or engraver to have copied the outline
of a Model A as the car was not out when the $10
bill was designed or engraved. Ford did not begin
production on the Model A until late October
1927 and the first unit was not sold until
December 1927, the same month the engraving
was completed and hardened.

The Ford Motor Company agreed with the
Bureau that the car on the engraving was not a
Model A. It pointed out that the pictured car

could not be a Model A because the headlights are too far apart, the parking
lights are in the wrong location, and the point on the radiator grill comes to a
sharper point than on the actual Ford. In sum, Ford officials stated in 1929,
"We make Fords; we should know, and we absolutely can't grant recognition to
this hybrid. It's not one of our family."

So, the car on the back of the $10 bill is not a Model A Ford. Yet, the
similarities are striking. The designer and engraver of the car quite accurately
predicted a future car design well in advance of its release. Perhaps, these men
missed their true calling and should have been working in Detroit instead of
Washington; or, perhaps, Ford was actually borrowing ideas from the Bureau.

If the car on the back of the $10 notes is not a Ford Model A, the design-
er and engraver could have been influenced by other cars. By the stock market
crash of 1929, many companies were competing for the automobile manufac-
turing market, with household names like General Motors, Studebacker,
Packard, Dodge, Chrysler, Hudson, and others. Companies were adopting the
policy of annual model changes, and the customer could select from a variety of
body styles available, including the coupe, the runabout, the roadster and the
sedan.

By some accounts in the early 1920s two out of every three families in
small town America owned a car. The rare million cars on the road in 1920
had crept to more than 27 million by 1929. So, whatever kind of car it is that
appears in front of the Treasury Building on the back of the $10 note, it cer-
tainly reflects America's great love affair with the automobile. v
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